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Handy Free Utilities and Applications

Add Spellchecker to
CounterPoint

How would you like to add
a Spellchecker to CounterPoint. Better yet, a Spellchecker to all your programs. Try this handy Free
utility. TinySpell. You can
download this free utility at
www.download.com.

Complete Office Suite
Is Microsoft Office breaking the bank. Everyone

needs Word-processing and
Spreadsheet capabilities.
But buying a copy for every
computer can get a bit
expensive.
OpenOffice is a complete
office suite. It’s compatible
with Microsoft office, so
you can read and save
documents created by others. In fact I’ve got customers who prefer OpenOffice
over Microsoft Office.

databases and more.
To get your copy go to
www.openoffice.org.

I hope everyone is ready for
spring.
In this issue of The CounterPoint
Connections are a few tips and
downloads that can help.

And…….

Because Open-Office is
free you can afford to install it on every computer
you have, even if you only
need an office suite occasionally.
OpenOffice contains word
processing, spreadsheets,
presentations, graphics,

Under-Used Features: Using Price Rules in CPSQL
Price rules allow you to give discounts on
products based on customer, quantity,
dates, selling units (each, dozen, box, etc.)
plus many more. Price rules can be combined to handle almost any situation.
Here is a way to do discounts off for Club
Members. You can give different discounts on different products.
First setup a Customer Category called
Club. To start go to :
/ Setup / Customers / Categories /

Next Assign customers to the Category ‘CLUB’. Go to :
/ Customers / Customers /
Inside this issue:

Next create a Special Price to give
10% to CLUB members on Rockler brand items.
Continued on next page….
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/ Inventory / Prices / Special Prices /

We’re working on an detailed
training program for CounterPoint SQL. This will cover all
the basics from setup to use.
You can use it to refresh current employees on CPSQL or
train new employees.
And unlike classroom training, you can use it over and
over again. You can navigate
directly to the area you want
to cover. You can backup,
pause or even skip sections.

We don’t require a minimum quantity for this discount so in the Min qty field enter 0 (zero). This
is going to be a percentage off, so in the Method field select Discount percent. The discount will
be based on our normal selling price, so in the Basis field select Price-1. This is a 10% discount,
so in the Amt/pct field enter 10.
We now need to select which items
qualify for discounts. So Click the
Items tab where we will use filters
to select only the items we want.

I will be emailing a sample of
the training video in the near
future so be on the lookout!

Technology Corner

We want to give this discount on
all Rockler items. So for Vendor
select ROCK to ROCK.

Next we need to limit the discounts to only
Club members. Click on the Customer Tab.
Set Category to CLUB to CLUB.

Now only Club members get 10% off on
only Rockler items.

The new Atom-POS system.
Small, just over 10” tall. It has
the connections you need: 1
parallel, 3 serial, 6 USB ports.
It’s good for the environment
as well. Using the new Intel
Atom processor it uses 1/3 the
power of most systems. It’s
also miserly on the wallet, call
for information.

But within the Special Prices group CLUB we can create more rules.
Say in addition to 10% off Rockler, Club members also get 3% off Powermatic items that are over $200.00. Save the Rockler line
then add a new rule. We’ll call this rule Powermatic.

This rule is for Rockler
This rule is for Powermatic
You can have as many rules
as you want for Club members.

In fact you could for example
have 3 Rules for Rockler. 1st
Rockler rule is 3% off any
items between $100 and
$500. The 2nd rule could give
10% off Rockler items under
$100. The last rule would be
2% off all other Rockler
items.
So lets get on with Powermatic

Here we enter Powermatic as the Primary vendor and add a filter to
limit this rule to items with a price-1 of at least $200.00

Again we limit it to only Club members. Remember if you need
more ways to apply rules, right click and add your own filter
fields.

An important thing to keep in mind is that the first rule that is true is used. CPSQL looks in this order—Contracts,
Promotional, then Special pricing. If you don’t get the price you expected use price test to see which rule is being
used. / Inventory / Utilities / Price Test /
For example if on a set of items you give 30% off of items over $500, 20% off of items over $200, and 10% off all
other items.
You want the first rule to be the 30% off of items over $500, the second rule to be 20% off of items over $200, and
the third rule to be 10% off all others. Why? If your first rule was 20% off of items over $200. When the customer
purchased an item for $600. The first rule would be true and they would get a 20% discount. But you wanted them
to get 30% off of items over $500. But since the first rule was true, CounterPoint never got to the second rule.

Custom inventory summery reports in V7:
A new feature in CounterPoint V7. You can now create custom inventory summery reports.
This is a two step process.
First you go to / Inventory / Utilities / Build inventory summary / -- From here you select the scope of data you may want to include
on the report. You can include a summary of Items, categories, vendors, and history. If you include history you can select a specific
month range, a specific date range, or Year-to-date. You can pick up to 3 historical periods from the current or previous years. They
can be separate or overlapping dates.
You can further restrict by items, locations, vendors, Categories, Sub-categories, Profiles, and tracking method (Normal, gridded,
serialized). This will create a work file with the data you selected that you will then create your custom report from.

Remember, you will need to run this utility periodically to keep the work file up to date. Also if you want to include a different period than what was originally included you will need to run it again as well.
Next go to / Inventory / Utilities / Inventory summary reports / -- From here you can give your custom report a name and save it if
you want, to be run anytime you need.
In the previous step you may have generated a work file with all locations and with summary information on items, categories, and
vendors, but when creating your custom report you can choose only the data you want for the specific report (You can create as
many different reports using the same work file created above as you want). You can choose what location, choose from item, category, or vendor information. Your only restriction for the report, is the report can only contain information that was included in step
one, (Build inventory summary).
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Now you can pick which fields to include in your report.

When selecting most fields (if you included history when you ran Build summary) you can select the period and the data type (Cost,
Quantity, or Retail). For example: if you select the field ‘Transferred’ you can pick to see the Cost, Qty, or Retail that was transferred. You can also include the same field 3 times, once for each data type.
You can choose to print the report or export it into an Excel spreadsheet format. If an export file is created you can press F2 to
launch Excel and view the report in Excel instantly.

Sample of Excel report

Sample of printed report

